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The release of the Beef CRC gene marker prediction equations at Beef 2012 
will mark a milestone for the use of genomic technology in Australia and 
provides opportunities to increase the accuracy of selection for a number 
of hard to measure traits, including carcase yield, and tenderness, feed 
efficiency, tick and worm resistance and female reproduction.

The DNA based tests will be integrated into Breedplan and while the accuracies initially will 
be relatively low, they will improve over time as more data becomes available.

The Brahman breed is in a better position than other tropical breeds to benefit from the roll 
out of this technology because we already have more phenotypic data collected and we are 
taking steps through our Progeny Test/Beef Information Nucleus project to add significantly 
to the data.

This will improve the accuracy of the prediction equations for each of the traits we are 
measuring, improve the accuracy of selection and lead to a much faster rate of genetic progress.

Scientists claim high levels of adaptability are only needed in extreme climates, however they 
underestimate the commercial impacts of seasonal variability.

In any event, the fundamental economic drivers in the beef industry remain.  Survival , 
reproduction, weight gain and product quality and market suitability in that order of importance.

Much has been written in recent times about world food security and increased demand for 
animal protein including red meat.

Australia’s northern beef industry is well placed to capitalise on these emerging trends however 
improvements in productions and profitability will be required. 

No other tropical breed, in spite of their claims can match Brahmans for adaptability.

The new genomic technologies coupled with the existing Breedplan system provide us with 
the tools to outpoint the other tropical breeds for the other traits of economic importance.

The fact that the technology is available is however only an opportunity.

The key to the difference it will make for our breed will be the extent to which it is used.
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President’s paragraph
It is pleasing to see such a start to 
the wet season continuing of such 
wide areas of Northern Australia.

The bull selling season, in spite of the 
uncertainty created by the live export 
market produced a solid result and it is to 
be hoped that with a positive seasonal 
outlook and the possibility of an easing in 
the live export situation we can look forward 
to a better year ahead.

The Ascot Brahman Stonegrill at Beef 2012 
will be a major promotional opportunity 
for our breed.

Thanks go to both the steer suppliers and 
the support sponsors for helping to make 
the project a reality.  I would like to also 
thank Will Cordwell from the Ascot Hotel 
for giving us the opportunity to be part of 
the Stonegrill at Beef 2012.

We had a very successful launch of the 
project on February 13 in conjunction with 
Beef Australia.

Entries are still open for our Brahman 
Commercial Breeding Female Show
and Sale.  This is a great promotional 
opportunity for our breed and I would urge 
members who have suitable cattle to give 
it their support.

Beef 2012 is just around the corner, I hope 
members have made plans for their 
participation either as exhibitors or visitors.

You will have by now received an invitation 
to our af ter judging function at the
Brahman Compound.

We would like to see as many members as 
possible there, however can you please 
RSVP for catering purposes.

Members were saddened to hear of the 

passing of Tony Kendall on December 30.  

Tony was a great supporter and promoter 

of our breed in the north.  On behalf of the 

Association I extend our condolences to 

Beth and the family.

Andrew Olive
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The start of the 2012 season had all 
the promise of being the best for 
many years.

The prices offered by processors late in 
2011, and the saleyard prices paid by 
restockers and lot feeders had certainly 
given producers confidence for the 
forthcoming year.

Producers across the State eagerly awaited 
just the right amount of rain to “seal
the deal”, only to have it fall in feast or
famine proportions.

Good soaking rain fell in early February 
across north-western Queensland , with 
the country to the north of Burketown 
receiving about 200mm. 

However, that excellent top up rain turned 
to heartache for residents in the south-west 
as once again they faced flood damage.

Conversely, Charters Towers region beef 
producers were left wondering when rain 
would come their way.

Landmark branch manager at Charters 
Towers, Tony Bowen, said many in the 
district could not recall a drier February, 
although showers and storms had still 
managed to interfere with scheduled sales.

“We are happy to be getting the rain, but 
for the most part it has been patchy. And 
although most of the country and the cattle 
look good we need a bit of general wet 
season rain before it finishes for the year.”

Tony reported the second sale of the year 
had attracted 1615 head, with the best pen 
of prime cows sold on account of Burdekin 
Brahmans for 143c/kg, weighing 462kg on 
average to return $662/head.

In export news, Meat and Livestock 
Australia’s 2012 cattle industry projections 
forecasted that continued strong demand 
from an increasingly diverse range of global 
markets would combine with favourable 
seasons to drive an expansion in production 
and exports in 2012.

MLA Chief Economist Tim McRae said total 
Australian beef and veal production for 
2012 was forecast to reach a record 2.197 
million tonnes cwt, up 2.2%, as good 

seasons resulted in heavier than average 
carcase weights.

“A major factor assisting the growth in 
Australian beef production has been the 
heavier carcase weights on the back of 
good seasons. The influence of higher 
marking rates since 2010 will be reflected 
in cattle turnoff and beef production in the 
coming years,” Mr McRae said.

He added that while cattle numbers would 
increase, supply would remain relatively 
tight compared to the herd liquidating 
drought years of the past decade.

 “Another favourable year, feed-wise, for 
producers should see herd rebuilding 
continue to limit female turnoff, while 
producers will compete for young cattle 
for finishing. This will present challenges 
for the grain feeding sector.”

A round-up of saleyard highlights for the 
first quarter of the year follows:

SOUTHERN QLD

TOOGOOLAWAH

Young cattle went for red hot prices at the 
first sale of the year in Toogoolawah when 
1465 cattle were yarded.

The University of Queensland Gatton 
Campus sold Brahman heifers for $825
and $795 to Kerry and Maxine Head, 
Blackbutt.

The February 21 sale followed up on these 
excellent results. A great season and plenty 
of grass meant everyone was in the
buying mood. Gowan Lea Farming Co, 
Boondooma, sold a draft of 56 p.t.i.c. grey 
Brahman heifers, 36 months, to $960, 
averaging $922.

GYMPIE

The first Gympie sale opened to strong 
demand and values. Royce and Beryl 
Sommerfeld, Brahrock, Maryborough, sold 
eight-month-old grey Brahman heifers for 
242c/kg or $609/hd.

On February 13, Sullivan Livestock yarded 
2165 cattle, with stores selling to firm or 
dearer prices.

The Sommerfelds again offered Brahman 
heifers, the 10-month-old females going 
for 230c/$600.

BOONAH

Hayes and Co yarded 672 head on January 
21 that sold to a very firm market with good 
lines of feed-on bullocks and steers. 
Northern Rivers Meats purchased Brahman 
steers, six months, for $525 from the Kirchner 
family, Templin. 

John and Donna Mounsey, Moogerah, sold 
Brahman steers, 12 months, for $600 to 
NRM. The Tillerys, Kooralbyn, sold Brahman 
heifers, 15 months, for $500 to P. Zimmerman, 
Veresdale Scrub. The Mounsey family also 
sold Brahman heifers, eight months, for 
$600 to NRM.

On February 4, 392 cattle were yarded, with 
quality cattle selling to firm values. Ross 
and Gael Hinze, Boonah, sold Brahman 
steers, six months, to Des Johnston, Aratula, 
for $530. They also sold six-month-old 
Brahman heifers to Marcelford Meats for 
$505. Luke Hass sold Brahman cows to David 
Collins Meats for $700. I. and M. Bond, 
Moogerah, sold 18-month-old Brahman 
heifers to Paul Willett, Boonah, for $600 and 
eight-month-old Brahman heifers for $500.

ROMA

Restockers made their presence felt at the 
large early January store sale which yarded 
5818 head.

The Brennan family, For Far, Mitchell, sold 
250kg Brahman steers to 250c/$627. The 
Reiser family, Tocal, Mitchell, received 
224c/$595 for their 265kg Brahman heifers 
and Athelstane Partnership, Winton, sold 
311kg Brahman heifers to 198c, averaging 
194c or $605/head.

Preston Partnership, Preston, Mungallala, 
sold 438kg Brahman heifers to 182c, to 
realise $798.

At the January 19 prime sale numbers had 
substantially increased to 2626 with all usual 
buyers present. The Stokes family, Perwell, 
St George, sold 481kg Brahman heifers to 
a top of 177c/$852.

 4
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MURGON

The first sale of 2012 was firm for all 
descriptions. Enjoying this strong start was 
C. Weis, Goomeri, who sold 500kg Brahman 
steers to lot feeders for 195c/$976.

GIN GIN

The February 13 sale yarded 607 store cattle. 
Among the vendors were Neville and 
Denise McEvoy who sold 71 No.0 Brahman 
steers for $867/head to Alan Kirk, Gayndah.

Keith Sarnadsky sold No.0 red Brahman 
steers for $785. Bevan Glasgow sold No.1 
red Brahman steers for $605 and Michael 
and Teena Dingle sold 23 No.1 Brahman 
steers for $600.

Phil and Kay Spencer sold joined, heavy 
condition red Brahman cows for $720.

MIRIAMVALE

The 23rd annual Miriam Vale Show and Sale 
attracted 700 head with some excellent 
lines of weaner cattle. Reserve champion 

pen of steers was awarded to a line of No.2 
grey Brahman steers from Cliff and John 
Roylance, Sedgley, Bororen, which went on 
to sell for $600/head.

GRACEMERE

Fenech Grazing, Craigleigh, Wowan, sold a 
pen of 575kg Brahman cows for 172c/$991, 
registering as one of the highlights of the 
first sale for 2012. A mixed yarding of 2058 
were presented with competition for feed 
heifers particularly strong.

On January 20 John Randell, Crinum, 
Capella, sold a line of 111, 548kg red 
Brahmans from Monumental Camp, 
Gogango. They averaged 184c/$1010 and 
peaked at $1094/head. 

Overall prices eased slightly across the 
yarding of 2072 head. Trevor and Lyn Pullen, 
Montrose, Marlborough, sold EU-accredited 
Brahman cows and calves for $1110/unit.

Several weeks later and after a number of 
cancelled sales, Gracemere presented a 

rain-affected yarding of 1430. The market 
was strong for quality types. Rhys Collins, 
Taemas, Charters Towers, sold prime 534kg 
Brahman cows for 152c/$826. 

A larger yarding of cattle on February 17 
offered some excellent lines of cattle. Greg 
Warwick, Ubobo, sold a quality pen of 263kg 
grey Brahman weaner steers for 230c/$605.

AUCTIONSPLUS

A total of 4562 cattle were offered online 
at the January 3 AuctionsPlus sale. One of 
the highlights was Rupertswood Pastoral 
Co, Ellenvale, who recorded the record price 
of 247c/kg to return $485/head for 160 
Brahman weaner steers weighing 196kg.

The mid-February sale saw cattlenumbers 
triple with 9890 presented. Included in
the highlights was a line of 240kg
mixed sex Brahman yearlings from
L. and C. Wheeler, Reed River, Townsville. 
They sold for $410. 
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The highly successful Wilangi 
Invitation Brahman Sale, held at 
Charters Towers at the end of 
November, achieved the Brahman 
breed’s top performance for the 2011 
spring selling season with a massive 
29% increase in average prices and 
a total clearance of the large offering 
of 227 grey Brahman stud sires and 
herd bulls.  The positive and buoyant 
atmosphere surrounding the sale, 
and the spirited bidding in the sale 
ring, reflected the desire of many 
leading commercial cattle producers, 
and the studmasters and bull 
breeders in attendance, to select 
from a magnificent sale line of quality 
consistent, genetically strong, bred 
for beef performance, grey Brahman 
seedstock on offer from Ron & Bev 
White’s Wilangi Brahman Stud and 

the El Ja, Brahrock, Raglan, Wallace, 
Apis Creek and Viva Studs of their 
sale invited vendors.

“Disappointingly Brahman sale average 
prices and clearance rates have been mostly 
down this season,” Wilangi Principal Ron 
White said, “so we are very pleased that the 
hard work of vendors and our sale agents, 
combined with the strong market appeal 
of our sale’s offering has turned that trend 
around and produced a much needed, very 
positive sale result for the Brahman breed.”  
“The steps we have initiated to make this 
sale better in the last two years have 
benefitted our bull buyer clients and they 
appreciate the fact that we listen to their 
suggestions and advice,” Ron added.

As the flagbearer Brahman sale of northern 
Australia, approaching its 25th Sale event 
this coming November, Wilangi garners a 
high percentage of regular repeat buyers 
and they turned out again this year, with 
the names of the Camms, Actons, Sheahans, 

Meehans, Junee, Ibis Creek, Tallawanta, Rob 
Flute, etc. familiar, long time investors in 
the sale’s bloodlines.  The size and evenness 
of the sale offering is a significant attraction 
to all levels of bull buyers ensuring that sale 
prices encompass all budgets.  Even though 
the sale average price lifted substantially 
this year, nearly 100 bulls were selected by 
buyers in the $2,000 to $3,500 price bracket.

Selling Agents Ken McCaffrey of McCaffrey’s 
Australian Livestock Marketing and Troy 
Trevor of Queensland Rural believe that 
buyers this year also appreciated the 
detailed weight, carcase, scrotal and 
dentition information provided for all bulls.  
“This information certainly backed up the 
beef and carcase credentials of the sale 
draft,” Troy Trevor said, “99 bulls were 
scanned with eye muscles of 130 sqcm and 
over, right up to 150 sqcm, a tremendous 
indicator of the natural carcase strength 
throughout the line-up.  Buyers used the 
comprehensive information to reinforce 
their sale selections,” Troy said.

Total clearance at Wilangi
million dollar sale

Helen Donald, El Ja stud, Theodore, Qld and Roxanne Olive of Raglan Brahmans, Raglan, Qld with El Ja Ajax Manso which topped the sale at $15,000

 8

MEDIA RELEASE
McCaff rey’s Australian Livestock Marketing
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Pinnacle - purchased by Keogh Family, 

Welcome Downs, Einasleigh

2nd Top Price Grey $22,000 - Big Country Sale

Platinum - purchased by Alan Williams & Family,

Riverside, Nebo

Equal 3rd Top Price Grey $20,000 - Big Country Sale

SEE OUR DISPLAY AT BEEF 2012 IN THE BRAHMAN COMPOUND
Selling Quality Poll Heifers & 1st Release Semen Packages

Elonzo - purchased by John & Sue Joyce, 
Tropical Cattle Stud, Ingham

Top Price Grey $23,000 - Big Country Sale

Winston - purchased by Tim Neville, 
Hilltops Pastoral Group, Ma Ma Creek

2nd Top Price Red $16,000 - Big Country Sale
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It was the excellent line of 34 Premier Select 
Sires which provided many sale highlights 
including an average of $7,295, up a
huge 47% on last year.  The first stud sire 
into the ring, El Ja Ajax Manso, a 926kg 
polled son of JDH Mr Abel Manso topped 
the Sale at $15,000.  Vendors Les &
Helen Donald of the El Ja Stud liked the 
attractive prospect for his length, depth, 
natural beef qualities and strength of
head, and they were delighted to see him 
sell  to Andrew & Roxanne Olive of
Raglan Brahmans.

Five lots later the Olives themselves were 
selling their lead sire Raglan Memphis for 
$13,000, the second highest price of the 
sale.  Memphis, at 30 months, 1020kg and 
148 sqcm EMA was the heaviest bull of the 
sale and carried the second biggest EMA 
of the sale draft.  Charlie Hughes, Ida Creek, 
Bowen was the buyer.

John Nelson, Herbert Hall Pty Ltd, Charters 
Towers shopped early in the Premier Select 
Sire section outlaying $12,000 for El Ja Enoch 
Manso, a well bred, young, strong bodied 
son of JDH Sir Eastman.  Twelve thousand 
dollars was also needed by Day Grazing 
Co., Marylands, St Lawrence on two 
occasions to buy quality young sires from 
the draft of Stewart & Kerry Wallace’s Wallace 
Brahman Stud.  They selected two sons of 
Wilangi Wyatt Manso at that figure.  Their 
first purchase was the excellent weight for 
age, 26 months old Wallace Mr Jubilee 
which scaled 822kg and scanned a 144 
sqcm EMA prior to sale.  The Wallace’s 
enjoyed tremendous buyer demand for 
their draft, and especially for their 9 young 
sons of Wyatt which averaged $8,555.  
Another of the Wilangi Wyatt sons, Wallace 
Mr Justin, a milk tooth weighing 792kg 
made $10,000 selling to leading Northern 
based studmasters Brian & Cindy Hughes, 
Lanes Creek, Georgetown.

Astute Brahman judge Michael Clark, Ibis 
Creek, Mt Coolon invested $11,000 in El Ja 
Willie Manso, a high quality, rising 2yo by 
JDH Sir Winston Manso.

Galloway Plains Pastoral Company, Calliope 
travelled to the sale and put together a 
most impressive line of 12 bulls averaging 
$5,750.  Their top purchase at $9,000 was 
the 890kg, 2 tooth, dark grey sire Raglan 
Mace.  This son of Mr V8 The Rock recorded 
an eye muscle area scan of 150 sqcm, 
believed to be the biggest reading of a 
Brahman sale bull in 2011.  The Neill-
Ballantyne Family of Galloway Plains also 
outlaid $8,500 for Raglan Nim, an 892kg son 
of JDH Atlas Manso.

The Kime Family, Amaroo Pastoral Co., 
Clermont took a shine to the very long and 
naturally well muscled sire Wallace Mr 
Jackson, a son of JDH Mr Manso 855 and 
paid $9,000 for him while Bill Davies, 
Rangemore Pastoral Co., Proserpine bid to 
$8,500 for the lead Brahrock sire, Brahrock 
Colbert, a strong bodied, dark grey son of 
JDH Sir Winston Manso.  The Goodwin 
Family, Lascelles Pastoral Co., Charters Towers 
selected two impressive and well bred sires 
at $8,500 and $8,000.  Their top purchase 
was Wallace Mr Jackman, a very stylish and 
very long son of PBF Hanley Manso.

G & J Vella Family Trust,  Bald Hills , 
Marlborough purchased a young Wilangi 

Wyatt son from the Wallace draft for $8,500 
while New South Wales Brahman breeder 
Jeff Law, Walanoo Stud, Casino bid by phone 
to secure Wallace Mr Jaguar, another by 
Wyatt, for $8,000.

Stewart & Kerry Wallace themselves re-
invested some of their sale proceeds 
selecting for $8,000 the 934kg dark grey 
sire El Ja Elroy Manso.  Northern Territory 
Brahman breeders David James & Family, 
Hidden Valley Station, Daly Waters took 
home 3 bulls including at $7,000 the rising 
2yo, well bred sire Wilangi Buster Manso.  
Repeat buyer Mal Dyer, Malanbar Grazing, 
Alpha purchased 3 strong bodied bulls 

Total clearance at Wilangi million dollar sale
 6

Andrew and Aimee Olive, Raglan Brahmans, Raglan, congratulate buyer, Charlie Hughes (far left), Ida Creek, 
Bowen, Qld on his purchase of Raglan Memphis for $13,000

 10

Patrick Sheehan, Valley of Lagoons, volume buyer of the Wilangi Sale, Mick Sheehan, Esmeralda, Dinny Sheehan, 
Charters Towers, and Tom Sheehan, Valley of Lagoons
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including the top price Viva sire at $6,000, 
while another repeat buyer David Fryer, 
Railview, Prairie put together a line of 7 bulls 
which included Apis Creek Mr 329 at $5,500.

Iain & Anneli Day, Liddesdale, Nebo were 
strong bidders on good bulls right 
throughout the sale.  They secured 5 bulls 
averaging $6,100, with the $6,000 Sale top 
price herd bull from the Raglan draft in their 
purchases.

Volume buyers, delighted with the high 
standard of bulls from the start to the finish 
of the sale, put a solid floor in the market 
and purchased good lines of bulls at value 

prices.  Leading the way was Mick Sheahan, 
Sheahan Land & Cattle Co., Esmeralda 
Station, Croydon (38 bulls),  Camm 
Agricultural Group (23 bulls), Bush Holdings 
(9 bulls), Junee Pastoral Co., (9 bulls), Martel 
Trust (9 bulls) and Tom Sheahan & Co., (9 
bulls).

The small select offering of heifers was 
topped at $6,000 by El Ja Felicia Manso 
purchased by the Ooline Brahman Stud, 
Goovigen.

Agents:  Queensland Rural and McCaffrey’s 
Australian Livestock Marketing. 

SALE RESULTS
No. Description Gross Average Top
34 Premier Select Sires $   248,000 $7,295 $15,000

193 Registered & Herd Bulls 752,500 3,900 8,500

227 TOTAL BULLS $1,000,500 4,410

5 Stud Heifers 19,500 3,900 6,000

 

232   SALE TOTAL $1,020,000 $4,395

Total clearance at Wilangi million dollar sale
 8

Rob and Mandy White, Wilangi Brahman Stud with 
David James, Hidden Valley Station, Daly Waters NT

Bill Davis, Rangemore Proserpine, Snow Muller, Pluto Proserpine, and Jim Larse, 
Proserpine Qld

The ideal combination - an agent, Matt Geaney, Geaney’s Livestock, a buyer, Rob 
Flute, Chatfield Station and vendor, Andrew Olive, Raglan Brahman stud

Darkie Abdy, Dan Kyle and Libby Lynch, Charters Towers, looking over the quality 
stock at the Wilangi Sale

Vendor Kerry Wallace, Wallace Brahmans, Marlborough, Qld and Brian Hughes, 
Lanes Creek Station, Georgetown, Qld
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BIG DOCILE POLLED GREY BRAHMANS
MAKE ECONOMIC SENSE

The brand that
signifi es superior

quality
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Defying pre-sale wet conditions and 
road closure uncertainties in areas 
of the north, the 2 Day Big Country 
Brahman Sale, held at Charters 
Towers in early February produced 
an extraordinary result with bulls 
selling to $55,000, average prices of 
both red and grey bulls rising 8.5% 
on 2011, a high clearance rate of 95% 
recorded for the bull section, a sale 
gross topping $1 million and 30 more 
bulls sold this year compared to 2011.

The strength of the catalogue in terms of 
impressive quality types, sire style and 
market  appeal ing bloodl ines  was 
exceptional, with many of the sale visitors 
high in their praise of the overall attraction 
of the sale selection.  Selling Agents 
Geaney’s and McCaffrey’s Australian 
Livestock Marketing have driven the growth 
and development of this sale since its 
inception in 1994, and the growing number 
of recognised breed leading studs now 

among the sale’s vendors reinforces the 
high standards of stock which northern 
cattle producers have access to, on their 
own doorstep.

The sale result figures show Big Country 
produced the best bull average of any 
multi-vendor brahman sale in Australia in 
the last 12 months, even bettering the 
famous Rockhampton Brahman Week Sale 
of last October.

“We are delighted to achieve such a 
successful sale result for our vendors,” Ken 
McCaf frey of McCaf frey’s Australian 
Livestock Marketing said, “and we are very 
grateful to our buyers who support our 
policies of sourcing the very best red and 
grey Brahmans for this event.”

Twenty two bulls sold into the five figure 
bracket ($10,000 and over), a measure of 
the buying support from studmasters and 
leading commercial cattle producers.  “The 
fact that noted studs including Carinya, 
Palmvale,  Hamdenvale,  Barambah, 
Kenilworth, Yoman, Tropical Cattle, NCC, 

Hilltops, Little Creek and others were among 
the sale buyers gives us confidence that 
we are attracting high calibre, market 
appealing sires to our offering,” Jim Geaney 
said, “and then when you add the substance 
of highly regarded, commercial cattle 
producer buyers such as the Appletons of 
Bulliwallah, Keoughs of Welcome Downs, 
Fry’s of Arafura, Bethels of Mt Turner, 
Condons of Conjuboy, Rob Flute of 
Richmond, Pedracini’s of Lornevale, the 
Parkers of Clermont, Turley’s of Wandovale, 
the Watts’ of Umina, Mastersons of 
Wyandotte, Sheahans of Valley of Lagoons 
and Alan Williams of Riverside for instance, 
then we know that our emphasis on 
optimum beef performance in the bulls on 
offer is also what these leading cattlemen 
require.”

The only downside of the two selling days 
was the little interest in the small stud heifer 
section.  “There are not many studmasters 
wanting to invest much in females at the 
moment,” Jim Geaney said.  Only half the 
heifers attracted bidding interest.

Big Country Brahmans’ prices surge

Kelvin Harriman, G.I. Brahman Stud, Muttaburra and Libby Lynch of Charters Towers with the $55,000 Top Price bull of the Big Country Brahman Sale, G.I. Matie
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The 2013 Big Country Brahman Sale will be 
the 20th Anniversary of the event and 
already Geaney’s and McCaffrey’s Australian 
Livestock Marketing are planning to mark 
the occasion with special sale features.  “It 
is one of the leading multi-vendor stud 
cattle auction sales of the Nation,” Ken 
McCaffrey said, “a highly valuable event for 
the beef industry of Northern Australia, the 
Brahman breed and for Charters Towers, 
and we need to ensure this special 
anniversary is appropriately marked.”

G.I. TOPS REDS AT $55,000
A sustained bidding battle, from a low 
starting price, between two bidders 
intrigued the large crowd in attendance 
early on the first afternoon of the Big 
Country Sale.  Lot 6, G.I. Matie, a magnificent 
red coloured, 876kg, 28 month old, clean 
polled son of Lanes Creek Galaxy was the 
first of Ron and Grace and their son, Kelvin 
Harriman’s sale draft to enter the ring.  Rain 
around the Harriman’s home property at 
Muttaburra prevented Ron and Grace from 
attending the sale and experiencing the 
thrill of selling a sale topper.

Two determined bidders, Angelo Russo and 
his daughter Teresa of Wattaview Stud, 
Mourilyan and Tim Neville, Hilltops Pastoral 
Co, Darling Downs who was bidding 
through a phone hook-up with sale agent 
Jim Geaney, each had set their sights on 
acquiring the bull and bid tenaciously in 
mostly $1,000 rises.  The bidding action 
transferred across the ring with the
Russo’s holding the upper hand when 
$50,000 was reached.

The phone bidder took it “around the 
corner” at $51,000 but the Russo’s bid 52 
and then $54,000.  Tim Neville instructed 
Jim Geaney to proceed to $55,000 at which 
price the Russo’s signalled ‘no more’.  After 
the lengthy bidding competition, the long, 
well muscled sire prospect was knocked 
down to Hilltops Pastoral Company.  The 
sale was pleasing not only to the vendors 
but also to the Big Country Sale agents, and 
fellow vendor, Brian & Cindy Hughes of 
Lanes Creek Stud.  Lanes Creek had sold 
the sire of the $55,000 Sale topper to the 
G.I. Stud at the 2005 Big Country Sale, for 
only $8,500.

Hilltops Pastoral Group also purchased the 
$16,000 second highest price red bull, 
Lancefield D Winston.  This polled son of 
Samari Plains Wexford is a half brother to 
last year’s breed top price bull, Lancefield 
D Konan.  David & Julie McCamley also 
enjoyed a strong sale with their other red 
entry, Warrior, also a polled by Wexford, 

realising $11,500 and selling to Alan Williams 
& Family, Riverside Pastoral Co., Nebo.

Brian & Cindy Hughes, Lanes Creek Stud of 
Georgetown took a large, impressive team 
of 9 young red bulls to the sale which met 
with strong buyer demand, averaging 
$7,890.  Their top seller at $14,500 was the 
attractive 25 month old Lanes Creek Zeus 
that sold to David & Joy Deguara’s 
Hamdenvale Stud, Simla.

John Kirk, Carinya Brahmans, Gayndah 
purchased the long and strong bodied poll, 

Lanes Creek Webke for $11,500 while $10,500 
Lanes Creek sires went to Rob & Sue 
Bennetto, Virginia Park, Charters Towers 
and to Loudon Bros Pty Ltd, Mt Surprise.

Proserpine buyers W & D Watts purchased 
well, selecting the 776kg NCC Springbok 
son Ooline Showdown from the draft of 
Darren & Sue Kent for $8,000.  A couple of 
lots later the Kents achieved $7,000 for the 
polled Ooline Springsteen, selling to repeat 
buyers Geoff Fry & Family, Arafura Cattle 
Pty Ltd, Hughenden.

Big Country Brahmans’ prices surge
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The $23,000 Top Price Grey Bull of the Big Country Brahman Sale, Lancefield D Elonzo, is admired by the 
purchaser’s Sue & John Joyce, Tropical Cattle, The Orient, Ingham (centre) and Vendors Julie & David McCamley 
of the Lancefield Brahman Stud

$22,000 bull, Lancefield D Pinnacle Manso with purchaser Helen Keough, Welcome Downs Cattle Company, 
Einasleigh and Julie McCamley, Lancefield D Brahmans, Palmalmal, Dingo

 16
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1. In non-endemic areas, annual vaccination is recommended. 
®SingVac is a registered trademark of Virbac Australia. Longrange® is a registered trademark of Pfizer.
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Marlborough studmasters Keiran & Beth 
Streeter, of Palmvale Brahmans were at the 
sale and invested in two sires including, at 
$7,500, the top price bull of the Somerview 
draft, Somerview Brigadoon, a poll of 
excellent fleshing and length.  The Middleton 
family, Warwombie, Hughenden paid $6,500 
for a quality polled Somerview bull of 
excellent temperament while the Core Family, 
SP Grazing, Charters Towers also invested 
$6,000 in a big, strong poll from Somerview.

The premium for polled bulls throughout 
the red section was very noticeable with 
eight of the top ten priced bulls in the 
section being polls.

Prominent buyers of red bulls included Ian 
Masterson, Wyandotte Pastoral Co. (6 bulls), 
AR & LM Parker, Clermont (4 bulls), Lornevale/
Roseglen Partnership, Georgetown (5 bulls) 
and Appleton Pastoral Co., Bulliwallah 
Station (6 bulls).

IMPRESSIVE GREYS CAPTURE 
STRONG MARKET
It was obvious from strong pre-sale 
inspections at the Dalrymple Saleyards that 
there would be solid bidding competition 
on the line-up of smart, well bred, quality 
grey bulls throughout the second day of the 
Big Country Sale.  “The lanes were busy with 
buyers giving all the bulls a thorough 
inspection and talking to vendors,” Jim 
Geaney said, “and the large number of high 
quality, attractive sire types gave buyers a 
sizeable selection to make their choices from.”

A rising 2yo, stylish son of JDH Mr Echo 
Manso, backed by strong EBV’s, carcase 
scan figures, weight for age and pedigree 
power from the Lancefield Stud, topped 
the grey bull prices at $23,000.  Lancefield 
D Elonzo, presented in a most impressive 
draft by David & Julie McCamley, sold to 
John & Sue Joyce, Tropical Cattle Pty Ltd, 
The Orient, Ingham.  Elonzo has upheld the 
Big Country Sale record of his dam, as he 
is a half brother to a heifer which previously 
sold at the sale for $21,000.  The McCamleys 
were overjoyed at buyer response to their 
team of 6 grey sires which averaged $14,335.  
Earlier in the sale Doug, Helen & Stan 
Keough, Welcome Downs Cattle Co., 
Einasleigh bid to $22,000 for the outstanding 
bull Lancefield D Pinnacle Manso.  He is 
one of the two, first sale sons of JDH Sir 
Paul Manso, a sire noted for his great carcase 
quality, beef performance and breed style.

The other outstanding Sir Paul son, Platinum 
Manso, made $20,000 selling to Alan 
Williams, Riverside, Nebo.  At 27 months, 
his weight of 878kg, EMA of 140 sqcm and 
IMF of 5.3% reinforced his excellent beef 
potential to prospective buyers.

The Brownson family, Burdekin Brahmans, 
Charters Towers converted pre-sale interest 
in their polled sale sire Burdekin Lockyer, 
into an excellent sale return when realising 
$20,000 for this son of Myrtledale Magnus.  
He was purchased by Tony Hayne,
Northern Vet. Services, N.T., a repeat buyer 
at this sale.

Lawson Camm, Cambil  Brahmans, 
Proserpine would be pleased at his return 
to the Big Country Sale ring, especially so 
as his draft of 7 grey bulls topped at $20,000 
for Cambil Shamrock Manso.  This bull, 

showing lovely length and natural muscle, 
was purchased by Stewart & Tom Nobbs, 
Yoman, Moura who had travelled to the 
sale by car,  helicopter and bus to 
accommodate the flooded Cape River.

After enjoying a stellar sale result in 2011 
Emanuel and Tracey Mifsud’s Maru Stud, 
Sarina was again in the sale highlights.  Their 
21 month old JDH Gardner Manso son, 
Maru Edison Manso, made $20,000 selling 
to Gary & Sherylea Hiette, Barambah 
Brahmans, Darts Creek.

Big Country Brahmans’ prices surge
 14

David & Julie McCamley, Lancefield D Brahmans, Dingo were very pleased with their $16,000 sale of Lancefield 
D Winston to the Hilltops Pastoral Group, Ma Ma Creek

Vendor Emanuel Mifsud, Maru Brahmans, Sarina thanks Matt Jones, Milestone Brahman Stud, Charters Towers 
for his purchase of Maru Faith Manso, the $5,000 Top Price Heifer of the Big Country Brahman Sale

 18
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Big Country Brahmans’ prices surge
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Polled buyers were out in force at the sale 
and long time polled Brahman breeders 
Kelvin & Margaret Maloney of Kenilworth 
Brahmans, Mt Coolon took the opportunity 
to outlay $18,000 investing in a new sire 
prospect, Ooline Saxon.  A strong featured 
bull, he shows a lot of body volume and 
sire style.

Rob Flute, Chatfield, Richmond put together 
a quality line of 7 grey bulls averaging $8,430 
at this sale.  The top of his line was the PBF 
Harper Manso son, Pioneer Park Balone 
Manso at $13,500, and he also purchased 
Pioneer Park Yasi Manso, a rising 2yo of 
optimum breed and beef quality for $11,500 
from Tony & Trish Brown’s draft.  Pioneer 

Park had a great sale averaging $10,250 for 
their six grey bulls with Ian & Debbie 
Frampton, Little Creek Stud, Gympie also 
selecting a son of Tartrus Aristotle Manso 
for $13,000.

Robert & Margot Mifsud, Radella Stud, Sarina 
took a young, strong team of bulls to the 

 20

Geoff and Dalrae Shaw, Burton Downs, Nebo travelled by car, coach and chopper 
to get to the annual Big Country Brahman Sale at Charters Towers

(LtoR) John Skinner, Lorneville, Bowen and Col Skinner, Glenavon, Bowen were 
impressed by the quality line-up at the Big Country Sale

(LtoR) Graham Adams, Casuarina Park, Rockhampton, Gary Hiette, Barambah Brahmans, Darts Creek, Robert Mifsud, Radella Brahmans, Sarina and Emanuel Mifsud, 
Maru Brahmans, Koumala were ready for the action at the Big Country Brahman Sale
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Big Country Brahmans’ prices surge
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sale by JDH Modelo Manso.  Their top 
Modelo son was purchased by Delaym 
Pastoral Co., Mingela for $11,500 while a 
rising 2yo by the same sire was selected by 
John Kirk & Co, Carinya, Gayndah for $10,500.

One of the leading grey drafts of the sale 
again was that of the Taylor Family, Clukan 

Stud, Jambin.  Buyers appreciated the 
quality consistency right through this draft 
of 9 well bred bulls and bid accordingly.  
The 800kg, milk tooth Lancefield Kingsbury 
son, Clukan Kingsbury, made $10,000 selling 
to the renowned Wambiana herd of the 
Lyons family of Charters Towers.  A lot later 
Alan Williams, Riverside, Nebo paid $10,500 

for Clukan Trademark 1101, as he was no 
doubt attracted to the bull’s exceptional 
combination of weight for age, 810kg at 25 
months, and natural muscling, having 
scanned a 140 sqcm EMA.  Michael Clark, 
Ibis Creek Pastoral Co., Mt Coolon also 
invested in a Clukan sire of the El Ja 
Trademark/FBC Webke cross, paying $8,500 
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Geoff and Dalrae Shaw, Burton Downs, Nebo travelled by car, coach and chopper 
to get to the annual Big Country Brahman Sale at Charters Towers

John Atkinson, Laguna stud, Prosperpine, Qld is pictured with John Nelson, Herbert 
Hall, Charters Towers, Qld and John Murray, Uanda Station, Prairie, Qld

Brett Kirk, Hazelton Brahmans, Middlemount, Qld is pictured with Alan Williams, 
Riverside, Nebo, Qld

Allan Parker, Allambie, Clermont met up with the rest of the family at Charters 
Towers, including his son, Danny and grandson, Sterling, Clare, Jericho.  The Parkers 
invested in 14 high quality grey and red bulls during the Sale

Ray Fenlon, Spring Hill stud, Rockhampton, Qld is pictured with Tony Brown, 
Pioneer Park stud, Pleystowe, Qld
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HELIFLITE – SUPPORTING RURAL AUSTRALIA SINCE 1977

FULL-AUSTRALIAN NETWORK COVERAGE
AUSTRALIA’S LONGEST SERVING ROBINSON DISTRIBUTOR SINCE 1977
AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF ROBINSON HELICOPTERS
AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST INVENTORY OF ROBINSON SPARE PARTS
AUSTRALIA’S ONLY ROBINSON DISTRIBUTOR WITH FOUR DEDICATED 
SPARE PARTS SUPPORT STAFF
AUSTRALIA’S MOST EXPERIENCED AND LARGEST ROBINSON FACTORY 
TRAINED ENGINEERING STAFF 
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ROBINSON SALES
AUSTRALIA’S AUTHORISED 
HELICOPTER DISTRIBUTOR SINCE 1977

© The State of Queensland, Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation, 2009

 licensed semen collection and processing 
for export, Australian and private sale

 certified semen collection and processing 
for private and Queensland sale

 unlicensed semen processing for private use

 local, national and international marketing

 semen from 40 breeds

 semen storage units for hire and sale

Beef Breeding Services
Ph: 13 25 23   Web: www.dpi.qld.gov.au/bbs   Email: greg.fawcett@deedi.qld.gov.au

 liquid nitrogen

 private semen and embryo storage  
and distribution

 inseminator training

 breeding program management

 artificial insemination and embryo  
transfer equipment

 export or import of semen and embryos.

Sit back and relax — 
we’ve got all your genetic bases covered

Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation
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SALE RESULTS
No. Description Gross Average Top
64 Red Brahman Bulls $   358,500 $5,600 $55,000

117 Grey Brahman Bulls 646,000 5,520 23,000

181    TOTAL BULLS $1,004,500 $5,550 

8 Stud Heifers 22,000 2,750 5,000

1 Semen Lot 1,250 1,250 

190   SALE TOTAL $1,027,750 $5,410 

CLEARANCE – BULLS 95%                   CLEARANCE – HEIFERS 50%

TOP 15 BIG COUNTRY BULL PRICES
Lot  Vendor Purchaser Greys Reds

6 G.I. Brahman Stud Hilltops Pastoral $55,000

178 Lancefield D Brahmans Tropical Cattle  $23,000

117 Lancefield D Brahmans Welcome Downs  22,000

116 Lancefield D Brahmans Riverside Pastoral Co  20,000

134 Burdekin Brahmans Northern Vet. Services  20,000

167 Cambil Brahmans Yoman Cattle Co  20,000

193 Maru Brahmans Barambah Brahmans  20,000

110 Ooline Brahman Stud KC & ML Maloney  18,000

20 Lancefield D Brahmans Hilltops Pastoral 16,000

46 Lanes Creek Brahmans Hamdenvale Brahmans 14,500

186 Pioneer Park Brahmans R Flute  13,500

121 Pioneer Park Brahmans I & D Frampton  13,000

21 Lancefield D Brahmans Riverside Pastoral Co 11,500

41 Lanes Creek Brahmans John Kirk & Co 11,500

185 Pioneer Park Brahmans R Flute  11,500

196 Radella Brahmans Delaym Pastoral Co  11,500

BIG COUNTRY LEADING VENDOR AVERAGES
(3 OR MORE BULLS)

 REDS GREYS

Vendor No. Sold Average Vendor No. Sold Average

G.I. Stud 5 $14,100 Lancefield D Brahmans 6 $14,335

Lanes Creek Stud 9 7,890 Pioneer Park Stud 6 10,250

Ooline Stud 6 5,170 Burdekin Brahmans 3 9,165

Somerview Brahmans 9 4,555 Maru Stud 5 8,400

Rathlyn Stud 3 4,500 Clukan Brahmans 9 7,220

Big Country Brahmans’ prices surge
 20

for Clukan Trademark 1078.  He continued 
his astute buying into the next draft of bulls 
selecting for $8,500, the lead bull out of the 
Lanes Creek draft, Lanes Creek Martinez 
Manso by JDH Martin Manso.  John Kirk of 
Carinya also took home a Lanes Creek grey 
sire paying $8,000 for a well bred son of 
JDH Sir Shank Manso.

Don Condon and his son Lincoln, Conjuboy 
Pastoral Co., Mt Garnet shopped very well 
in the grey section of the sale selecting an 
impressive line of 10 high quality bulls 
backed by proven beef performance 
bloodlines, at an average of $4,650.  Also 
providing strong bidding support for good 
grey bulls were Alan, Danny & Damien 
Parker, Allambie, Clermont (10 bulls); 
Appleton Pastoral Co (11 bulls); Turley Cattle 
Co (6 bulls), Ralph & Lorna Bethel (5 bulls), 
Peter Dahl (5 bulls), etc.

Maru Stud’s 12 month old daughter of
JD Mr Echo Manso topped the Stud Heifer 
section at $5,000 selling to Milestone Stud, 
Charters Towers.

Agents:  Geaney’s and McCaffrey’s Australian 
Livestock Marketing. 

Lawson Camm and his sons Charlie & Mitchell were 
delighted with the Cambil Stud sale results at
Big Country, selling their draft up to a top price of 
$20,000 to David James, Hidden Valley Station, Daly 
Waters NT
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All Bulls 
$100/Straw*
(min 10 straws)

Sire Authorisations 

$150 each*

ALL SEMEN AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact Ken McCaffrey
07 4922 6311 OFFICE AH

RODGER & LORENA JEFFERIS

ALL PHOTOS 

AT 2YO

LIMITED10 PACKAGES ONLY

LANCEFIELD M BILLIONAIRE MANSO 1377/M

LANCEFIELD SIGNATURE 9153

   performance

ELROSE SIGNIFICANCE 3496

We welcome all Beef Breeders to inspect 
our cattle at Beef 2012 in Rockhampton
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BOOK EARLY! DON’T MISS OUT!
Bookings for JUNE 2012 Brahman News close Friday, 4th May 2012.

Advertising material due Friday, 11th May 2012.

Call Liz on 07 4921 2506 or Email liz@brahman.com.au today!

THE chance to win a stud heifer 
attracted record crowds to the Laidley 
and District Brahman Breeders Annual 
Invitational female sale last Saturday.

Committee member Tony Zischke said it 
was the most people they had ever seen 
at a sale in its 14 year history.

“People were spilling out around the edges, 
it was absolutely full,” Mr Zischke said.

Fifty-three bidder’s cards were issued on 
sale day, and all females sold for an average 
of $1584, bar one.

“It was mostly young females offered and 
about 90 percent were heifers averaging 
12 months of age,” he said.

Raffle heifer Milldale Opal 15/1, donated by 
George and Margaret Miller of Milldale 
Brahmans, Mt Whitestone, was won by Doug 
Gelhaar of Walls End Brahman stud, Ingoldsby.

Nine-month-old Milldale Opal was sired by 
Yenda V 18/7, out of Milldale Jewel 22/5; 
Yenda V 18/7 sired the $8500 top price grey 
bull, Milldale Royal 15/9, at last years Roma 
Tropical Breeds sale, and Milldale Elle 29/9 
topped the fif th annual Toowoomba 
Premier Brahman female sale at $3750.

Mr Zischke said all raffle proceeds had been 
donated to Camp Quality.  Reiner Vresk, 
Ederei Brahman stud, sold the top price 
female to Calisto Park Brahman Stud, Ramsey 
while volume buyers Laidley Investments, 
Laramee Brahman stud, Laidley, purchased 
nine females for a total of $12,500.

Roserae Brahman stud, Nocroyd, Goomeri, 
selected four females for $8000 while 
another highlight included Rod and Lyn 
Sperling, Rodlyn Brahmans, Bell, who sold 
five females for an average of $1950.

Dry Creek Brahmans Stud from Buaraba 
Creek Buaraba achieved the highest average 
with their two females and also had the 
second highest female sold.

“We’re very happy with the result overall,” 
Mr Zischke said. 

Record crowds at the 14th Annual 
Laidley Invitation Female Sale

Reiner Vresk, Ederei Brahman Stud,YULEBA, receiving the Tom Ziebarth Memorial trophy from Laidley Brahman 
Breeders President Wayne Pitkin with Landmark auctioneer Anthony Ball, for top priced female at the Laidley 
Female Brahman sale held on Saturday 14th January

Winner of the raffle heifer Milldale Opal, Doug Gelhaar, Walls End Brahman Stud, Ingoldsby and Wayne Pitkin, 
Laidley Brahman Female Sale President, Pitana Brahman Stud, Blenheim
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Brahman Christmas celebrations

ABBA President Andrew Olive is pictured presenting 
Leanne Creedon with an award for 20 years of service 
as a Committee member of the Rockhampton Junior 
Beef Show

ABBA President Andrew Olive thanked Philip Mann 
for his contribution to the Association as TBTS 
Technical Officer.  Phlip completed his employment 
with TBT S in D ecemb er b efore tak ing over 
management of a family property at Calliope

Geoff and Scott Angel, Glengarry stud, Kunwarara, Qld are pictured with ABBA 
Council member David Harch, Danarla stud, Wooroolin, Qld

ABBA Council members, Paul Herrod, Ponderosa stud, Katherine, NT, Brett Kirk, 
Hazelton stud, Middlemount, Qld and Bill Smith WH stud, Kuranda, Qld are pictured 
following the December Council meeting

ABBA Council member Wendy Cole, Kenrol stud, Gracemere, Qld is pictured with 
Colby Ede and Martin Pentacoste, Landmark Rockhampton, Qld, Bev Hannam, 
Batandra stud, The Caves, Qld, Greg Fawcett, Beef Breeding Services, Rockhampton, 
Qld and Russell Miller, Yeppoon, Qld

ABBA General Manager, John Croaker is pictured with Ian Lovegrove, Gracemere, 
Qld and Brian Fanning, Rockhampton, Qld

Kay Becker, CQ Helicopter Rescue Service is pictured 
with Susan Kirk, Hazelton stud, Middlemount,
Qld and Leanne Creedon, Leajon Park stud, 
Middlemount, Qld
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Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123 123 124. CLA1390

A whole  
herd of beef 
financial  
experts.
Our Agribusiness specialists understand the practical and seasonal 
requirements of the beef industry, and can equip you with tailor 
made financial solutions to help you manage your business.

Call one of our local financial specialists today or  
AgriLine on 1300 245 463.

Ross Leggett 
North Queensland 
0409 997 260

Errol Bambrick 
Central Queensland 
0427 371556

Graeme Nowland 
South West Queensland 
0427 755 023

Daniel Elder 
Roma region 
0409 015 730
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The best of Brahman beef will be 
showcased to a national and 
international audience in May thanks 
to a promotional alliance between 
the ABBA, Beef Australia 2012 and 
Rockhampton’s Ascot Hotel Stonegrill 
Restaurant.

Eight Brahman breeders have supplied a 
total of 94 steers, which were fed at the 
Hutchinson family’s Melbrig feedlot at 
Mundubbera from mid-December and 
killed at the Teys Australia works at Biloela 
in mid March. 

All the beef is HGP-free, Halal certified and 
MSA graded to ensure tenderness. It will 
be served exclusively at the specially 
constructed Ascot Brahman Stonegrill 
restaurant at Beef Australia 2012 in 
Rockhampton from May 7-12.

Best Brahman beef on the menu
at Beef Australia 2012

by Lindel GREGGORY

Ascot Stonegrill Restaurant owner Will Cordwell, Australian Brahman Breeders’ Association General Manager 
John Croaker and Beef Australia 2012 Chairman Geoff Murphy at the launch of the new promotional alliance 
in Rockhampton of the Ascot Brahman Stonegrill
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ABBA general manager John Croaker said 
the promotion was a great opportunity
to showcase the ability of purebred
Brahman cat t le to meet premium
market specifications.

“This promotion will show beef lovers from 
around the world the extraordinary quality, 
taste and tenderness of properly cooked 
beef from well prepared Brahman cattle,” 
Mr Croaker said.

Stonegrill Restaurant owner Will Cordwell 
said the restaurant had been a feature of 
the past two Beef Australia events, and 
would be expanded this year to include a 
takeaway beef burger stand.

He plans to use the fillet, striploin and rump 
for the Stonegrill menu, and the cube roll 

for steak burgers. Customers will cook their 
own steaks on a pre-heated natural
volcanic stone, which retains its prime 
cooking temperature for 30 minutes, 
allowing the freedom to cook the meat to 
individual tastes.

As well as serving more than 1000 steaks 
a day, oxtail stew, steak and kidney, and 
blade steak casserole will also be on the 
mouth-watering menu.

The restaurant décor will feature large 
photos of the  steers and the steer suppliers: 
Tex and Bronwyn Burnham, Boogalgopal, 
Eidsvold; David and Rebecca Comiskey, 
Melton, Alpha; Tony and Joanne Fenech, 
FBC, Wowan; Brett and Susan Kirk, Hazelton, 
Middlemount; Rodger and Lorena Jefferis, 
Elrose, Cloncurry; Jennifer McCamley, 

Tartrus, Marlborough; Chris, Sally and Ashley 
Kirk, Rockley, Bajool; and Stewart and Kerry 
Wallace, Wallace Brahmans, Marlborough.

Mr Croaker said a total of 23 sponsors had 
contributed to funding the project, and 
their details would be included on 
promotional material at the expo restaurant. 

These sponsors included: Alan and Penny 
Wallace, Blackwattle, Marlborough; Bevan 
and Liz Radel, Kandoona, Injune; David and 
Joy Deguara, Hamdenvale, Mackay; Ken 
and Wendy Cole, Kenrol, Gracemere; David 
and Julie McCamley, Lancefield D, Dingo; 
Matthew and Janelle McCamley, Lancefield 
M, Dululu; Andrew and Roxanne Olive, 
Raglan stud, Raglan; Peter and Sue Gray, 
The Rivers, Marlborough; Brett and Lyn 
Coombe, Roxborough, Moura; Eddie and 

Best Brahman beef on the menu
at Beef Australia 2012
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Ascot Stonegrill Restaurant owner Will Cordwell and Beef Australia 2012 Chairman Geoff Murphy pictured at the launch of the Ascot Brahman Stonegrill with
steer sponsors: Tex and Bronwyn Burnham, Boogalgopal, Eidsvold; David and Rebecca Comiskey, Melton, Alpha; Stewart and Kerry Wallace, Wallace Brahmans, 
Marlborough; and Brett and Susan Kirk, Hazelton, Middlemount

 32
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We’re 100% committed 
to Queensland.

Wayne Greentree

District Manager,  

Agribusiness

0428 114 525

wayne.greentree@suncorp.com.au

Connecting with regional Queensland 
communities is at the heart of what we 
do at Suncorp Bank. We make sure our 
experienced Agribusiness specialists 
are there for you, with superior industry 
knowledge, local leadership and the ability  
to make decisions on the ground.
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Debbie Streeter, Fairy Springs, Bowen;
Dr George Jacobs, Mogul, Maclean, NSW; 
Matthew and Fiona Noakes, Solo F, 
Marlborough; Ben and Jaye Hall, Halls stud, 
Muttaburra; Kearin and Beth Streeter, 
Palmvale, Marlborough; the Bishop family, 
Garglen, Gympie; the Camm family, Cambil, 
Proserpine; Terrry and Susan Connor, 
Timbrel, Rockhampton; Noel and Dallas 
Daley, Caiwarra, Julia Creek, and Kelvin and 
Margaret Maloney, Kenilworth, Mt Coolon.

Industry sponsors have also leant their 
support to the project, including McCaffrey’s 
Australian Livestock Marketing, Rural 
Supplements, Ced Wise Veterinary Services 
and Rocky Repro.

The spotlight on Brahmans will continue at 
the Beef Australia 2012 Brahman Compound.

“We have more than 40 pens booked and 
will have an expanded promotional
area at the front of the compound,”
Mr Croaker said.

For more information about Beef Australia 
visit www.beefaustralia.com.au 

Best Brahman beef on the menu
at Beef Australia 2012
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A selection of the red steers being fed for the Ascot Brahman Stonegrill at Beef 2012, after 60 days on feed

A selection of the grey steers being fed for the Ascot Brahman Stonegrill at Beef 2012, after 60 days on feed
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ENTRIES CLOSE
FRIDAY

2 MARCH
2012

BRAHMAN COMMERCIAL BREEDING

Tuesday, 3rd April 2012       CQLX GRACEMERE

CLASSES
1. PTIC Heifers under 3 years of age - Vet Certificate and tag essential
2. PTIC cows under 10 years of age - Vet Certificate and tag essential
3. Cow & calves (under 10 years of age)
4. Yearling Heifers not more than 380kg (10 - 20 mths of age)
5. Weaner Heifers not more than 300kg (under 10 mths of age)

PRIZES  $1000 PER CLASS
1st : $500 + trophy  •  2nd : $300 + trophy  •  3rd : $200 + trophy
Champion Pen  $500 + trophy  •  Reserve Champion Pen $300 + trophy

FOR ENQUIRIES, ENTRY CONDITIONS AND ENTRY FORMS 
CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED GRACEMERE SELLING AGENT
Elders - 4927 6122
Landmark - 4927 6188
RF Duncan & Co - 4922 3837
Brian Dawson Auctions - 0417 667 668
Fanning Rural Agencies  - 4933 1387
Savage, Barker & Backhouse - 4927 1677

FEMALE
 SHOW & SALE

ENTRY CONDITIONS  1.  Purebred Brahman of good quality.  2. Straight colour (reds and greys).  3. Entry fee $55 (inc. GST) per pen.  4. 1% of gross to ABBA.  5. All 
entries in the show and the sale in half deck lots.  Weaners 18, yearlings 14, PTIC heifers 12, PTIC cows 10, cows and calves 8.  6. All entries to be eff ectively dehorned 
or polled.  7. All cattle for genuine sale.  8. Pre-treatment for tick clearance from CQLX Gracemere is optional but recommended.  In the event of entries catalogued as
pre-treated failing to clear the vendor will be liable for feeding and dipping charges.  Two treatments are recommended.  9. All entries to be at the Gracemere Saleyards 
by 1pm Monday, 2 April and penned for judging by 2pm.  10. All classes to be sold open auction.  11. The committee reserves the right to exclude entries not considered 
to be of a satisfactory standard or consistent with the entry conditions from competition.  Any entries so excluded shall be sold at the completion of the sale.

MAJOR SPONSOR
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An exciting and interesting morning 
awaits vendors and purchasers alike 
at the Toowoomba Showgrounds 
on Saturday 21 April for the annual 
Toowoomba Brahman Premier 
Female Sale.

This year’s sale is offering a total of 57 heifers 
and 3 semen packages with the Red Heifers 
opening the sale at 10.00am.  Although 
relatively small in numbers, the quality of 
the cattle on offer is of a high standard.  
Once again, combined with the sale will 
be the judging of all entries.  A guest judge 
will determine the best pair of heifers in 
both red and grey categories, with 2nd and 
3rd places also being awarded.  The best 
single red and grey heifer will also be 
awarded.  The winning classes will be 
awarded with some great prizes thanks to 
our long list of wonderful sponsors. 

Sponsorship of prizes this year comes from 
Riverina Stockfeeds, Bayer, H.S Seeds, 
Ancare, Virbac, DSM (Downs Sheet Metal), 
Coopers, Pfizer and Ridley.  Another great 
sponsor this year is the City Golf Motel who 
are offering 2 x 1 night accommodation 
packages + breakfast.  These will be raffled 
from the list of successful purchasers on 
the day immediately following the sale.

Another interesting aspect to the 
Toowoomba sale this year is the participation 

of students from the AACC Dalby Agricultural 
College.  The students will travel to the sale 
venue on Friday 20 April and are hoping to 
help vendors pen and prepare their cattle.  
They will also participate in their own 
judging class where they will judge cattle 
according to criteria that have been 
previously given to them.  They will then 
get to compare their results with the guest 
judge.  This is a great way for these young 

cattlemen and women of the future to get 
involved with our industry and our breed.

The Sale Committee is confident that after 
the strong demand for females at the 
Laidley Sale that this enthusiasm will 
continue.  We would like to see as
many old faces and welcome many new 
faces to the sale where quality cattle are 
available. 

Quality line up for 2012 Toowoomba 
Brahman Premier Female Sale

Clayton and Sarah Hayes, Yenda V stud, Mundubbera are pictured with Landmark auctioneer Mark Scholes, 
vendor George Miller, Milldale stud, Mt Whitestone QLD and Milldale Elle 29/9 which they bought last year for 
the sale top price of $3750

Bookings for JUNE 2012
Brahman News close
Friday, 4th May 2012.
Advertising material due
Friday, 11th May 2012.

Call Liz on 07 4921 2506 or
Email liz@brahman.com.au today!
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landmark.com.au

BT
B/

LM
30

54

Open to registered Australian Stock Horses and Quarter Horses. Landmark Challenge 2012 will offer $12,500 in prize 
money and the Open Challenge will offer $7,500 in prize money and trophies. Landmark is pleased to announce 
Angus Barratt as a new major sponsor for the Open Challenge.

All yearlings purchased from the 2012 sale are eligible to compete in the 2013 Landmark Challenge, which 
will be worth a total of $15,000 in prizemoney.

For more information contact: 

Rick Price 0427 423 710 0429 042 575 0428 740 151 0409 229 651

Landmark Toowoomba 07 4637 3000 

Landmark Toowoomba Yearling & Broodmare 

LM3054 T b S l Ad A4 AW 2 i dd 1 8/12/11 10 10 AM
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Farewell to a legend QUEENSLAND 
Country Life and its community of 
readers across the State are mourning 
the death of veteran journalist and 
former editor Malcolm McCosker.
Retiring due to illness in August, just three 
months shy of 50 years’ service to the paper, 
Malcolm, 73, died in Brisbane on December 
4, 2011, leaving behind his second wife 
Chrissy and daughters Gabrielle and Danielle 
and son Malcolm from an earlier marriage 
and stepchildren Rory and Christina McLeod, 
and eight grandchildren.

Queensland Country Life General Manager, 
John Warlters said Malcolm was “an editor’s 
dream”, for his can-do attitude and ability 
to churn out lively and engaging copy,
often under pressure and working to
tight deadlines.

“Words came easily to Mal, his writing 
connected with readers not only because 
he knew his stuff but because he was a 
natural story-teller,” he said.

“His descriptions of Western and North West 
Queensland were Wilbur Smith-like. The 
way he saw people was the way he 
described them in his stories. They weren’t 
tall or short, big or small, but had skin like 
tanned leather, they were whipcord thin 
and they rode bucking four-wheelers.”

Current Queensland Country Life editor 
Mark Phelps said Malcolm was a champion 
of rural Australia,  par ticularly rural 
Queensland. “Mal had an outstanding 

knowledge not just of beef but also of dairy, 
pigs and poultry,” Mr Phelps said.

“He seemed to know about everything. He 
could speak with authority on the behaviour 
of wildlife, how to produce honey or what 
was involved in preparing a prizewinning 
fruitcake for the Queensland Country 
Women’s Association, or how to snig a log 
out of the depths of some hidden valley in 
his beloved Sunshine Coast hinterland.

“But it was much more than just a broad 
knowledge, Mal was genuinely passionate 
about rural people and had the gift of being 
an outstanding story teller.”

Malcolm’s l i fet ime contribution to 
Queensland Country Life and rural 
journalism was recognised last year when 
he was the inaugural inductee into the 
Queensland Rural Press Club’s journalism 
hall of fame.

Born at Nambour on the Sunshine Coast 
on March 30, 1938, the second of seven 
children of Edward and Margaret McCosker, 
Malcolm spent his early childhood on their 
dairy farm at Mapleton and then up to his 
teenage years on a relative’s pineapple farm 
at Beerwah.

While there he attended Beerwah State 
School and then Nambour High School, 
where he completed an agriculture course 
that helped to inspire his lifelong interest 
in all things of the land.

Malcolm applied for and was accepted into 
the editorial department of QCL on 

November 11, 1961, working under 
legendary editor Wallace Skelsey. In 1975 
he was appointed editor after fulfilling 
several regional roles.

He received the Queen’s Jubilee Medal in 
1975 and was honoured with the OAM in 
the 1988 Australia Day Order of Australia 
list, both for services to rural industry and 
rural journalism.

When he retired in August, Malcolm said it 
was the unique character of country people, 
their generosity, honesty and enormous 
capacity of triumph over adversity that
had remained consistent during his near 
half-century career. It was that element
of the job that he said he would miss
most of all. 

Vale: Malcolm McCosker
March 30, 1938 – December 4, 2011 by Brad Cooper

Queensland Country Life

Continued strong demand from an 
increasingly diverse range of global 
markets will combine with favourable 
seasons to drive an expansion in 
production and exports in 2012, 
according to Meat & Livestock 
Australia’s 2012 cattle industry 
projections released today.

MLA Chief Economist Tim McRae said total 
Australian beef and veal production for 
2012 is forecast to reach a record 2.197 
million tonnes cwt, up 2.2%, as good 
seasons result in heavier than average 
carcase weights.

“A major factor assisting the growth in 
Australian beef production has been the 
heavier carcase weights on the back of 
good seasons. The influence of higher 
marking rates since 2010 will be reflected 

in cattle turnoff and beef production in the 
coming years.”

Mr McRae said while cattle numbers will 
increase, supply will remain relatively tight 
compared to the herd liquidating drought 
years of the past decade.

“Another favourable year, feed-wise, for 
producers should see herd rebuilding 
continue to limit female turnoff, while 
producers will compete for young cattle 
for finishing. This will present challenges 
for the grain feeding sector.”

“Global demand for beef is expected to be 
sustained, if not strengthen – particularly 
in Asia, South America and the Middle East 
– while at the same time global beef prices 
are tracking at historically high levels. Such 
factors will help to dampen the impact of 
the high A$.”

“Total beef exports are predicted to increase, 
driven by expansion into Russia, the Middle 
East and most southern Asian markets. 
Traditional export markets will continue to 
be challenging, with the exception of the 
US market which is forecast to improve in 
2012, as high prices attract additional 
product, reversing almost a decade of falling 
Australian shipments”

“The outlook for the live cattle trade in 2012 
continues to be dominated by prospects to 
Indonesia, with total exports currently 
forecast to decrease 16% in 2012. The 
pressure on the Indonesian market, 
combined with generally good seasons, 
may see cattle again heading south for 
processing, easing the expected tight 
supplies. This will depend largely on the 
seasons across the north, particularly western 
Queensland, remaining favourable and the 
finish to the 2011-12 wet season.” 

MLA cattle industry projections 2012
Meat & Livestock Australia  www.mla.com.au
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“We have been using Rural 
Supplements for the past 3 years 
and are very impressed with 
the presentation, performance 
and health of our sale bulls.  
The products and service supplied 
has been very good.”

DAVID McCAMLEY 
 

“When buying feed I want 3 things 
– consistent quality, good reliable 
service and value for money. 
Rural Supplements has always 
provided this and that is why I will 
continue to use their products into 
the future.”

LAWSON CAMM 
 

Mt Julian, Proserpine

Servicing areas from Charters Towers (North) to Longreach (West) and Gympie (South)

“Rural Supplements provides us 
with a wide range of nutritional 
products from molasses based 
phosphorus licks for our breeding 
herds through to high performance 
grain rations for our show and sale 
teams. The consistency, quality and 
value of the products has met our 
expectations over the past 6 years.”

GEOFF ANGEL 
 

Glengarry, Kunwarara

 Stockfeed Rations  Feed Mill  1300 272 545

It’s all here in black and white

Nutritional Requirements ?
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Developments in reproductive 
biotechnology have provided the 
opportunity to increase the numbers 
and availability of high genetic merit 
seedstock.

However, to obtain the maximum benefits 
of these ‘hi-tech’ programs it is important 
to acknowledge the key herd management 
and biological factors that inf luence 
reproductive performance.

For instance, with the increased use of MOET/
IVF programs it is important to appreciate 
that a number of complex interactions that 
affect puberty, oestrus, ovulation and 
conception.

This article looks at some of the basic factors 
that affect the reproductive behaviour
of females.

REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE
The oestrus cycle of a Bos indicus female 
ranges between 17-24 days. Within this range 
various factors affect the cycle length 
including season, nutrition, disease, age and 
the production status of the cow.

Cycle lengths are longer and the incidence 
of  s i lent  heats  greater  dur ing the 
environmental and nutritional stress periods 
that occur in subtropical-tropical climates.

“High humidity and high 

temperatures increase silent herds”

Irregular cycles are more frequent when 
stock experience excessive weight loss at 

calving and during early lactation. Irregular 
cycles are also highly related to low condition 
scores pre and post calving.

The duration of oestrus in Bos indicus cattle 
ranges between 10 to 15 hours but can vary 
between 2 to 26 hours. Variations in the 
length of oestrus are due to within
breed peculiarities, environmental and
social factors.

During oestrus, Bos indicus cattle usually 
stand for service for a relatively short period 
of time with mounting activity greatest at 
daybreak.

“Most oestrus activity occurs at 

night especially at dawn”

Differences and fluctuations in the intensity 
of oestrus are most often associated with 
nutritional and environmental factors. Other 
factors that affect the intensity of oestrus 
include respiratory disorders, lameness, cystic 
ovaries, and changes to the herd structure 
which upset the social order.

The oestrus cycle consists of four phases; 
proestrus, oestrus, metestrus and diestrus.

The proestrus-oestrus period of the cycle is 
usually referred to as the follicular or 
oestrogene phase whereas the metestrus-
diestrus stage is the luteal or progestational 
phase (Diag 1).

The reproductive cycle is controlled directly 
by hormones from the ovary and indirectly 
by hormone from the hypothalmus and the 
pituitary gland.

PROESTRUS

Under the stimulation of follicle stimulating 
hormone (FSH) from the pituitary gland, the 
ovary produces increasing quantities of 
oestrogens.  The f irst phase of the 
reproductive cycle is referred to as the 
‘building up’ phase. During this phase the 
ovarian follicle surrounding the ovum 
increases in size. Oestrogens absorbed from 
the follicles enter the blood stream 
promoting an increase in cell growth in the 
uterus in preparation for oesteus, ovulation 
and subsequent pregnancy.

OESTRUS

This is the period of sexual activity in the 
female and is largely determined by the 
levels of blood oestrogen.

“Oestrus is shortly followed

by ovulation”

Just before ovulation the follicle is enlarged 
and the enclosed ovum undergoes 
maturation changes. Oestrus terminates 
about the time the follicle ruptures or 
ovulation occurs. At this time the ovum is 
expelled from the follicle to be captured by 
the upper part of the fallopian tube.

METESTRUS

This is the post ovulatory phase during which 
period there is a decrease in oestrogen and 
an increase in progesterone levels (Diag 1).

During metestrus the cavity left by the 
rupturing of the follicle begins to reorganise 
and this newly organised structure (the 
corpus luteum or yellow body) secretes 
progesterone.

by Alex ASHWOOD

Reproduction - Oestrus & Puberty
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LH + FSH LH + FSH

Heat Heat
Luteal Phase Follicular Phase

Follicles

Corpus
Luteum

New cycle,
pregnancy
or pseudo-
pregnancy

Progesterone

Oestrogen

Metestrus

Diestrus Period

Proestrus

Oestrus Period

DIAG 1:  SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE OESTRUS CYCLE
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Web catalogue available mid April at www.brahman.com.au

ALL CATTLE ARE PRE-TREATED FOR TICK CLEARANCE 

9.30AM SATURDAY 2ND JUNE 2012
GYMPIE SALEYARDS

0409 370 513 0427 210 634 0408 883 921

 PRE SALE INSPECTION 
FRIDAY 3.30PM - 5PM

COMPLIMENTARY DRINKS & SAVORIES 5 - 6PM
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DIESTRUS

This is the period where the progesterone 
from the corpus luteum has a marked 
influence on the uterus in preparation for 
the embryo to implant. If pregnancy occurs 
the corpus luteum remains intact. If the 
ovum is not fertilised or the embryo fails to 
implant and pregnancy does not occur ,the 
corpus luteum regresses.

With the regression of the corpus luteum 
there is a new wave of ovarian follicles 
develop and a new proestrus period is 
initiated (Diag 1).

OESTRUS BEHAVIOUR
Stock behaviour provides a general pattern 
of visible events which can act as a guide 
(Table 1).

“The most reliable sign of oestrus

is standing to be mounted”

Whilst cows may be attractive to the bull for 
several hours either side of oestrus, the 
number of mountings and penetration by 
Bos indicus bulls can be 10 times less than 
Bos taurus bulls. Bos taurus bulls have been 
observed mounting 35-50 times over a 
longer duration.

Due to the shorter heat periods, less 
mounting and diurnal activity, Bos indicus 
stock are sometimes called “shy” breeders . 
Unlike Bos taurus bulls, Bos indicus matings 
are characterised by 1-3 mountings which 
are frequently at night time.

Changed social interactions due to mixing 
of groups, the number of cows, introducing 
strange cows or strange surroundings can 
affect oestrus behaviour.

The number of cows on heat at any one 
time can affect the frequency and intensity 
of heat activity. Mixing groups of cows or 
confining stock has been shown to reduce 
oestrus behaviour. Bullying of stock (eg 
heifers) can reduce heat activity.

Mucous discharge (quantities and/or 
consistency) at oestrus varies between stock 
with the greatest amounts of discharge 
occuring when the cow is mounting, lying 
down or is urinating. It can be easily missed, 
especially at night and is therefore
(despite popular belief ) a less reliable 
indicator of oestrus.

The intensity of signs of oestrus appears to 
be related to conception rates. Stock 
displaying  moderate-strong heats generally 
have better conception rates than those 
showing weak heats. Excessive oestrus 
behaviour (eg nymphomania) is often 
associated with low conception rates due 
to the incidence of cystic ovaries.

HEAT DETECTION
Accurate heat detection and reproduction 
management is essential for short calving 
intervals and suitable calving rates. It is 
particularly important to the outcomes of 
AI, MOET and IVF programs and monitoring 
herd fertility and the reproductive soundness 
of bulls.

“Poor heat detection compounds 

infertility problems”

Heat detection should be simple, practical 
and accurate. Successful heat detection 
requires that the cows are well identified, 
correct records are maintained and there
is suf ficient time for observation by 
experienced staff.

“Observation 3-4 times/day 

improves detection by 80 per cent”

Table 2 shows that more observations at the 
most appropriate times improves heat 
detection dramatically.

Note:  Failure to detect heat properly means:

• Cows are not mated

• Cows are mated at the incorrect stage of 
their oestrus cycle and fail to conceive

• Cows that fail to conceive have extended 
calving intervals

• “Hi tech” programs are less successful

• Cows and bulls may be culled due to 
mistaken infertility problems

The biggest problem in heat detection can 
be that most of the heat activity (70 per 
cent) occurs between evening and morning. 
This coupled with short standing heats and 
reduced mountings of Bos indicus cows 
emphasises the importance of observation 
management by experienced personnel.

Reproduction - Oestrus and Puberty
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TABLE 1:  COMMON OESTRUS BEHAVIOUR

OBVIOUS
SIGNS

LESS OBVIOUS 
SIGNS

Licking and 
rubbing

Sniffing 
vagina and 
urine

Mutual chin 
resting

Mounting 
other cows

Standing to 
be mounted

Restless and 
nervous

Reduced 
grazing

Bellowing

Vaginal 
mucous 
discharge

Swollen vulva 
and frequent 
urination

TABLE 2:  EFFECT OF NUMBER AND TIMES OF OBSERVATION ON HEAT DETECTION

 NUMBER OF OBSERVATION DETECTION
 OBSERVATIONS TIME  RATE (%)

 2 0600  1800   69

 3 0600 1400 2200   84

 4 0600 1200 1600 2000  86

 5 0600 1000 1400 1800 2200 91

 2 0800  1600   54

 2 0800  1800   58

 2 0800  2000   65

 3 0800 1400 2000   73

 4 0800 1200 1600 2200  80

DIAG 2:  BEST TIME TO BREED

PE
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EN
T 

CO
N

CE
PT

IO
N

Coming
into heat

6-10
hours

True heat or
standing heat After heat

Too early Best time to breed Too late

Ovulation

0 4 8 12 10 20 24 28 3632
Hours
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PUBERTY
A number of factors influence the rate of 
maturity and subsequently the age at which 
heifers reach puberty.

Puberty in Bos indicus stock is generally later 
than Bos taurus stock and Bi x Bt crosses.

“Puberty is affected by

numerous genetic and

management factors”

In recent years it has become clear that 
puberty is not a clear cut phenomenon as 
previously supposed.

Puberty involves the transition from a state 
of ovarian inactivity to one in which there 
are regular ovulations and conception is 
possible. It involves a complex interplay of 
endocrine, management, genetic and 
environmental factors.

“Puberty is not synonymous

with ovulation”

Heifers may not be capable of successful 
conception until after several oestrus cycles. 
Puberty is a gradual, rather than an acute 
event and only occurs when the genitalia 
secrete suf ficient hormones with full 
development of the reproductive organs 
and endocrine system.

That is, in some heifers first oestrus 
(conveniently, the first indication of puberty) 
is not followed by ovulation and a number 
of so called “silent” oestruses may occur 
before the start of persistent cyclic ovulations. 
Under natural conditions heifers are usually 
not capable of successful reproduction 
during this period of silent oestruses. This 
period is referred to as non pubertal oestrus 
(ie NPO) or adolescent infertility.

NPO is significantly longer in nutritionally 
challenged environments and more common 
in heifers that have failed to reach suitable 
growth targets.

“Weight relative to body size

affects the onset of puberty”

In a given environment, heifers that have 
the ability to reach early puberty at a suitable 
weight for age, cost less to rear to breeding 
and calving age and subsequently
contribute to the business earlier than late 
maturing heifers.

Estimates for the age at puberty for Bos 
indicus cattle in subtropical and tropical 

environments range from 12 to 24 months 
depending on genetics, management and 
environmental factors.

GENETICS

Heifers reach puberty at a certain weight for 
age and skeletal development. Variations 
occur amongst strains of Bos indicus stock 
and even between families of females.

In suitable environments most heifers reach 
puberty at 30-40 per cent of their adult body 
weight. In poor environments heifers may 
not reach puberty or develop persistent 
cyclic ovulations until they reach a higher 
percentage of their adult weight despite 
adequate frame scores.

Estimates of heritabilities of age at puberty, 
first conception and first calving are generally 
low, 0.4, 0.15-0.25 and 0.10-0.20 respectively, 
indicating that these traits are highly 
inf luence d by  env i ronmental  and 
management factors. Nevertheless faster 
growing-early maturing heifers are more 
likely to reach puberty at a younger age than 
high frame score heifers.

Studies suggest that the sire and dam and 
their genetic interactions affect age and 
weight at puberty and outbreeding as 
compared to close breeding, impacts 
positively on the onset of sexual maturation.

ENVIRONMENT

The major factors controlling the onset of 
puberty are body weight relative to
skeletal size and age. Unless heifers reach 
desired target weights they are less likely to 
have successful reproductive cycles and 
long term pregnancies.

“Target weight to age is

related to nutrition”

Under developed heifers generally have 
extended prepubertal periods and a greater 
incidence of NPO. Heifers of a suitable size 
in a prepubertal state respond positively to 
an increase in intake. Alternatively, cycling 
heifers whose nutr it ion is  severely
restricted quickly display anoestrus even 
though they have exceeded the critical 
pubertal bodyweight.

Heifers on suitable planes of nutrition not 
only reach puberty earlier, they are more 
fertile and have stronger ovulations. Studies 
show that the ovaries and genitalia grow 
faster with heifers that have suitable weight/

growth rates, than heifers on restricted diets 
(low quantity/quality of dry matter).

Well grown heifers cycle earlier and withstand 
the stresses of gestation, calving and 
lactation and conceive earlier post partum 
than less developed heifers.

“Well grown heifers

should be bred as early as

physiologically possible”

Provided the heifers have reached suitable 
weight for age targets, further growth and 
mature weight is not compromised by early 
calving in nutritionally sound environments.

Heifers calving late due to over and under 
feeding, have been found to have lower 
lactation yields, longer first dry periods, 
longer calving intervals, require more services 
for conception and are more prone to calving 
problems, than well managed heifers.

ENDOCRINOLOGY

The possible drivers of sexual maturity and 
puberty involve an increase in pituitary gland 
output, an increased size and activity of the 
ovaries and the development of the 
endocrinie system.

The development of the endocrine system 
results in the secretion of reproductive 
hormones from the hypothalamus which 
stimulates the anterior puberty gland to 
release sufficient levels of reproductive 
hormones (LH & FSH) to allow oestrus and 
ovulation to occur.

Maturation of the sexual internal organs 
initiates cyclic hormone patterns necessary 
for follicular growth and oestrogen and
LH production.

Studies show that the reproductive hormone 
levels (LH, FSH, oestrogen, progesterone) 
are low and varied in prepubertal heifers. 
Sexual maturity allows transient rises in these 
hormones, the increased sensitivity of the 
ovaries and prevents (overrides) inhibitory 
blocking mechanisms to allow oestrus
and ovulation.

“Puberty is the result of

complex physiological and 

environmental interactions”
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HORNED OR POLLED?

Genetic Health. Performance. Growth.

www.pfizeranimalhealth.com.au
Pfizer Australia Pty Ltd, 38–42 Wharf Road, West Ryde NSW 2114.  
ABN 50 008 422 348. PAL0508/BN/R. Dec 2011

WITHOUT A HORNPOLL TEST, IT’S A LOTTERY
Working out which cattle in your herd will be horned or polled is no longer a game of chance.  

not pass horns onto calves. That means you can breed horned animals out of your herd a lot 
faster. Making cattle handling easier and allowing you to cash in on the premiums paid for polled 
cattle sooner. 

So if you’re looking for a faster and more accurate way to get horned cattle out of your herd, the 
numbers you’ll need are 0437 226 122
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Working out which cattle in your herd will be horned or polled is no longer a game of chance.  

not pass horns onto calves. That means you can breed horned animals out of your herd a lot 
faster. Making cattle handling easier and allowing you to cash in on the premiums paid for polled 
cattle sooner. 

So if you’re looking for a faster and more accurate way to get horned cattle out of your herd, the 
numbers you’ll need are 0437 226 122
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Mel issa  has  had a  l i fe  long 
involvement with her family ’s 
Huonfels  Brahman stud and 
commercial herd and after being 
gifted two registered heifers when 
was very young, has developed her 
own stud herd.

She undertook a Bachelor of Applied 
Science (animal Production and Equine 
Science) at the University of Queensland 
which she completed in 2006 and since 
then has been working in a number of 
practical positions in the cattle and horse 
industry mainly in North Queensland.

Melissa said she is looking forward to 
immersing herself in the American
Brahman industr y  and expanding
her knowledge. 

Edgar  Hudgins Memorial 
Scholarship Winner: Melissa Bethel

Melissa Bethel, Huonfels, Georgetown, Qld is pictured with ABBA Councillor Wendy Cole. Melissa will depart 
on March 7th on her Edgar Hudgins Memorial Scholarship trip to the USA where she will be hosted by members 
of the American Brahman Breeders’ Association

Young Members
Leadership Workshop
The workshop aimed to develop 
knowledge and sk i l ls  in  the 
participants to help advance their 
careers with Brahman breeds and 
with the Association.

Workshop content included dealing with 
change, understanding and reflecting on 
their own personality, preferences and 
challenges, the essential qualities of 
leadership, effective communication and 
developing public speaking skills.

The work shop was funded by the
J e f f  M c C a m l e y  M e m o r i a l  Yo u t h 
Development Fund. 

Helen McAuliffe, Jabiru Human Resource Services Pty Ltd (standing at left) who facilitated the workshop is pictured with workshop participants, standing from left, 
Melissa Bethel, Huonfels Station, Georgetown, Qld; Terry Randell, Crinum, Tieri, Qld; Regan Jensen, Teeraa, Monto, Qld;  Chris Fenech, Craigleigh, Wowan, Qld; Nick 
Curran, Benwerrin, Condamine, Qld; Tom Delahunty, Rockwood Station, Hughenden, Qld; Will McCamley, Palmalmal, Dingo,Qld; Peter Chiesa, Palm Creek, Ingham, 
Qld; Ryan Olive, Raglan Station, Raglan, Qld; Callan Solari, Ingham, Qld; Logan Kirk, Blackwood, Middlemount, Qld; kneeling from left, Letitia Nicolle, Rockley, Warialda, 
NSW; Andrea Schulz, Gympie, Qld; Nick Brownson, Charters Towers, Qld; Angus Creedon, Leajon Park, Middlemount, Qld; Ed McCamley, Palmalmal, Dingo,Qld and 
James Kent, Wilden, Goovigen, Qld.
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“Gentle,  fair,  compassionate, 
dedicated, determined, tough, 
honest and dependable” are just a 
few of the words used to describe 
the late North Queensland Brahman 
breeder and renowned horseman 
Tony Kendall, Koon Kool, Hughenden.

Tony’s life was honoured at a well-attended 
funeral in Hughenden on January 4, 2012. 
The funeral procession down the main 
street was led by a number of local 
campdrafters on horseback, accompanying 
a rider-less horse to signify Tony’s passing.

His brother Ross, who delivered the eulogy, 
said Tony “did not suffer fools gladly, 
disagreed when he thought it fit, but did 
not hold grudges.”

“Tony never thought of himself as highly 
educated, but in reality he had plenty of 
brains and knew how to use them,” Ross said.

“This was one of the reasons that he was 
such a success in all that he did. Tony
was intelligent, capable, self-disciplined
and dependable.”

Born in Childers on July 3, 1939, Tony was 
the son of Arthur (Dick) Kendall and Lillian 
(Kit) Kendall (nee Garland). Dick Kendall 
worked with cattle and sugarcane in the 
district but joined the Royal Australian Air 
Force during WWII and was tragically killed 
in 1942, leaving Kit with three young children.

Kit later married Keith Garner Law, the 
couple having two children together. During 
this time Tony and his siblings grew up on 
a dairy and cane farm on the banks of the 
Burnett River near Booyal. The children 
attended the one-teacher Booyal State 
School,  where Tony completed his 
education until Year 8. 

His first job, at age 13, was jackeroo-ing for 
the Douglas family at Rowallan, Mitchell, 
and later at Kilmorey. He left there in 1958 
to go droving, before returning to Booyal 
to work as a cane cutter and a stockman.

He also purchased, improved and sold 
several small blocks of land, with the dream 
of one day buying a cattle property. When 
not working, Tony competed successfully 
in various horse sports and bull riding, along 
the way accumulating a large number of 
injuries and assorted bone fractures – but 
these were no deterrent.

His success in campdrafting was catapulted 
by the purchase, in the early 1970s, of an 
exceptional two-year-old filly called Fashion, 
who went on to be named the Australian 
Stock Horse Society Performance Horse of 
the Year. In an ar ticle in the North 
Queensland Register in 2009, Tony related 
the story of how he selected the filly, which 
was one of eight horses he was breaking 
in for a neighbour.

“Within five minutes of having her by herself 
in the yard, I got a shiver up my back, as I 
recognised that I had a special horse here,” 
Tony recounted.

When the neighbour rang to say he only 
wanted seven horses back and would sell 
one, Tony quickly struck a deal to buy the 
unbroken mare for $40, and drove over at 
daylight the next morning to pay his 
neighbour the money. He then revealed that 
he thought the horse would be a champion.

“She proved to be a remarkable horse and, 
with her descendants, won many prizes in 
the campdrafting arena,” Ross said.

In 1973 Tony, wife Beth and Beth’s children 
Barry and Stuart Christensen moved to 
Amaroo near Ravenshoe. The couple 
worked in the local sawmill, with Tony 
supplementing their income by breaking 
in horses.

In 1980 they moved to Waterview, south 
of Prairie. During this time Tony and his 

step-sons worked as fencing contractors, 
as well as doing some kangaroo shooting, 
with the aim of buying a bigger property.

“Tony also did a stint at the Burdekin 
Agricultural College, training unemployed 
youths in the basic skills of station workers,” 
said Ross.

In 1985 they purchased Koon Kool at 
Hughenden and the early years there were 
tough due to droughts and high interest 
rates. As well as continuing their fencing 
work, Tony and family developed the 
property and its Koon Kool Brahman stud 
and commercial cattle into something of 
which to be proud. 

Tony was also active in the local community, 
including stints as the president of the 
Hughenden Show Society in 1987, 1998 
and 1989.

Tony’s love of horses continued to the end 
and during his last days he asked that his 
horses be brought into the yards so he 
could say his final goodbyes.

Ross said Tony was a devoted family man 
who was immensely proud of his wife, 
step-sons and grandchildren, and was loved 
and respected in return.

“Tony’s death brought him release from 
pain. We grieve our loss, but his life
will live on in all those he has touched,” 
Ross said.  

Proud, hardworking family man 
will be missed
Vale: Tony Kendall by Lindel GREGGORY

Tony and Beth Kendall
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Australia’s more extensive northern 
beef industry is in a position to 
benefit and indeed prosper from 
current and emerging global trends 
in both the demand for food and 
food production systems.

There are at least four certainties with regard 
to future global food:

•  the world will need to produce more food

•  the demand for animal protein including 
red meat will increase

•  there will be more markets, and

• food production will require 
environmental consciousness.

The latter will include a greater role for 
agriculture in ecosystem services and the 
Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI) can be 
regarded as an early example in Australia.

The expansive nature of the northern beef 
industry across many environments 
provides the opportunity to create a 
diversity of revenue streams from ecosystem 
services that would not be possible in more 
restricted intensive production systems 
typically found further south.

Also important will be the contribution of 
the northern beef industry to biodiversity 
that is of national and international 
significance.  The growing likelihood of 
future globally-driven policy that places 
greater regulation, and potential limits, on 
the use of crops and crop products for 
intensive livestock production should also 
benefit the northern beef industry.

Notwithstanding the positive signals for 
the northern beef industry, it will not be 
immune to competition for natural 
resources and the impacts of climate 
change and climate variability.

The industry will need to prepare for these 
challenges and respond accordingly.  This 
will require ongoing research, development 
and extension in the conventional fields of 
nutrition, genetics and breeding so that 
progress can be maintained in the optimal 
matching of cattle to different environments, 
production systems and markets.

However, a challenge for the industry will 
be the balance of R,D&E investment in 
conventional fields and fields that would 
appear to be emerging as potentially more 
important in influencing market access and 
broader favourable positioning in society.

Perhaps more attention should be given to 
‘ethically-endorsed’ production systems that 
add value to ecosystems and biodiversity, 
whilst at the same time being profitable.

Another important balance will be the 
relative investment in incremental science 
and transformational science. Both are 
important, but whereas incremental science 
results in relatively small advances in 
production, transformational science, as 
the name implies, transforms practices and 
processes and leads to major improvements 
in production and profit. 

Transformational science by its nature is 
more high risk.  Nevertheless, a strong 
argument can be made for  more 
transformational science given the 
unprecedented convergence of challenges 
on agriculture.

If the northern beef industry can get the 
balance of investment mostly correct, and 
assuming that climate change is not 
overwhelming out to 2050 and beyond, then 
it can be envisaged that the industry will 
become increasingly recognised and valued 
nationally and globally for producing nutritious 
food in healthy and resilient ecosystems. 

GREATER FORESIGHT NEEDED
The positioning of the northern beef 
industry to capture opportunities presented 
by local and global demand for food, and 
more specifically animal protein, will
require a greater degree of foresighting 
(futuring) and the development of a longer-
term vision that can be shared by industry 
and scientists. 

This does not mean making wild or 
unrealistic projections to, say, 2050.

Rather, foresighting can be undertaken using 
credible empirical information and stepped-
out on a decadal basis so that strategic 
scenarios can be revisited and reframed 
over time. The difference to what is available 
today would be a clearer sense of what the 
industry will probably look like in 2050.

This would allow a road-map to be built to 
2050 and the RD&E agenda for the northern 
beef industry would be better matched to 
short, medium and longer-term imperatives.  
It could be predicted that a shared longer-
term vision of the northern beef industry 
would encourage greater support of truly 
innovative and transformational science.

This may require a change in attitude and 
approach by both industry and scientists.  
Given that the longer-term outlook for the 
northern beef industry is highly likely to be 
positive, then foresighting will help to 
encourage the next generation of 
participants in the northern beef and allied 
industries, including scientists.

There are important messages about what 
the industry has to offer that at present are 
not being adequately communicated either 
to the community in general or students 
and graduates more specifically.

As alluded-to above, foresighting will likely 
encourage at least a partial shift in paradigms 
that dominate in industry and science.

This should be welcomed and not be seen as 
a threat or mutually exclusive to the more 
traditional scoping and planning processes.  
Foresighting should, however, be kept in 
perspective and in this regard the need for 
the northern beef industry to be profitable in 
the short and medium term is acknowledged.

The northern beef industry faces new and 
multiple challenges and opportunities, and 
the case is made that restricted and 
traditional short and medium-term thinking, 
by both industry and scientists, will not be 
sufficient to achieve the balance of RD&E to 
strongly position the industry to benefit and 
prosper from the local and global demand 
for food to 2050 and beyond. 

Comment: 2050 vision needed
for northern beef

by PROFESSOR Michael D’OCCHIO www.beefcentral.com

Professor Michael D’Occhio, University of Queensland

Professor of Food Security within the School of Agriculture and Food Sciences’ Global Change Institute, University of Queensland
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New Beef CRC-funded research 
conducted by Murdoch University 
has shown that increased muscularity 
is a factor associated with lower 
ultimate carcass pH, leading to a 
reduced incidence of dark cutting.

In 2009, dark cutting cost the Australian beef 
industry around $35 million.

“Dark cutting meat is dry to taste, spoils very 
quickly, has variable tenderness and is very 
dark in colour,” explains Peter McGilchrist, 
who conducted the research with his 
colleagues at Murdoch.

If there is low glycogen in the muscle, the pH 
remains elevated and the meat will be dark.

Based on Meat Standards Australia, when a 
carcass ultimate pH exceeds 5.7 dark cutting 
is triggered.

For a steak to be a desirable bright cherry-red 
colour, the pH of the meat must drop from a 
pH of 7 at slaughter down to an ultimate pH 
of less than 5.7 in the 24 hours after slaughter.

Meat from carcasses with an ultimate pH in 
the loin higher than 5.7 have darker meat 
colour, shorter shelf life, bland flavour, variable 
tenderness and resist cooking, which impacts 
on degree of doneness.

In 2009, Meat Standards Australia graded over 
one million cattle with 5.45% having a pH 
greater than 5.7 (see Figure 1). Due to its effect 
on quality, beef producers are commonly 
penalised up to $0.50 per kg carcass weight 
for carcasses with a pH greater than 5.7.

In carcasses less than 350kg, the effect of 
increased EMA from 40 to 80cm2 reduced the 
proportion of noncompliant carcasses with 
an ultimate pH above 5.7 from around 22% 
to 6%.

R E L AT I O N S H I P  B E T W E E N 
MUSCLING AND DARK CUTTING
The Murdoch research team found animals 
with higher muscle content, as defined by 
size of carcass eye muscle area (EMA) adjusted 
for hot standard carcass weight, is strongly 

associated with reduced incidence of dark 
cutting (Figure 2). 

In carcasses over 350kg the non-compliance 
level dropped from around 8% to 3% as EMA 
increased from 50 to 80cm2.

The current average EMA from all MSA data 
across Australia is 64cm2.

Producers should aim to produce animals 
that have an EMA greater than 70cm2 for a 
250kg carcass.

“If muscling is increased to slightly above 
average, to around 70 or 75cm2, this should 
greatly minimise the risk of dark cutting,” says 
Mr McGilchrist.

To achieve this, producers should utilise sires 
with an Estimated Breeding Value (EBV) for 
EMA higher than the average. Producers can 
evaluate their current position by viewing MSA 
feedback sheets which give EMA measurements, 
thus allowing appropriate breeding and 
management decisions to be made.

MUSCLING AND INSULIN AND 
ADRENALINE SENSITIVITY
Overall, muscle glycogen at slaughter is a 
function of initial muscle glycogen ‘on-farm’, 
minus the quantity of glycogen loss due to 
stressors during the pre-slaughter period.

Animals with low initial glycogen concentrations 
that undergo similar pre-slaughter stress are 
more susceptible to dark cutting.

In a separate study, Mr McGilchrist found that 
heavier muscled animals had increased insulin 
sensitivity and decreased adrenaline sensitivity.

This indicates that more muscular cattle have 
increased glycogen synthesis after eating and 
reduced glycogen breakdown during stress.

Both of these conditions result in increased 
muscle glycogen at slaughter, increasing the 
likelihood of having suf ficient muscle 
glycogen for the carcass to reach an ultimate 
pH below 5.7.

IMPORTANCE OF MUSCLING

A reduction in the incidence of dark cutting 
in high muscled cattle complements the other 
advantages of muscular cattle, such as increased 
retail beef yield and processing efficiency.

The relationship between increased muscling 
and reduced dark cutting is a very important 
finding for the beef industry, as it demonstrates 
that beef producers can actively select for 
more muscular cattle knowing it will help to 
reduce the incidence of dark cutting carcasses 
in their herd.  
This article is based on a paper presented at the 57th 
International Congress of Meat Science and 
Technology, Ghent, Belgium.

Increased muscling reduces dark cutting

Figure 1: Percentage of carcasses non-compliant for 
pH (left hand side) and number of carcasses MSA 
graded across Australia (right hand side)

by CRC Beef - Beef Bulletin December 2011

Figure 2: Higher muscle content is defined by the size of carcass eye muscle area (EMA). Increased muscularity 
is associated with lower ultimate carcass pH, leading to a reduced incidence of dark cutting.

l ( ) d l

WHAT CAUSES DARK CUTTING?

Dark cutting is associated with 
insufficient muscle glycogen reserves 
in the muscle at the time of slaughter. 
The amount of glycogen present in 
th e  mus c le  b efore  s laughter 
determines how much lactic acid the 
muscle is able to produce. If there is 
insufficient muscle glycogen at time 
of slaughter, the carcass pH ecline will 
not be sufficient to reach an ultimate 
pH of below 5.7.  If there is low 
glycogen in the muscle, the pH 
remains elevated and the meat is dark.

FAST FACTS

• Animals with larger Eye Muscle Area 
(EMA) at a given carcass weight have 
a reduced incidence of dark cutting

• Aim to produce animals with an EMA 
greater than 70 cm2 for 250kg carcass 
weight

• Producers can evaluate their current 
EMA position by viewing MSA 
feedback sheets which give EMA 
measurements ,  thus a l lowing 
a p p r o p r i a t e  b r e e d i n g  a n d 
management decisions to be made.
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FASSIFERN VALLEY ELITE 

BRAHMAN FEMALE SALE
24 March at Silverdale Saleyards

Elders • Landmark • Hayes & Co

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

BRAHMAN COMMERCIAL 

BREEDING FEMALE

SHOW & SALE
3 April at CQLX Gracemere

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

MARLBOROUGH

FEATURE SHOW
21 April at Marlborough

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

TOOWOOMBA PREMIER

BRAHMAN FEMALE SALE
21 April at Toowoomba Showgrounds

Elders • Landmark • GDL

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

GYMPIE FEMALE SALE
2 June at Gympie Saleyards

Elders • Landmark • Sullivan Livestock

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

BIZZY INVITATIONAL

BULL & FEMALE  SALE
1 September at Grafton Saleyards

George Fuhrmann • Ray Donovan

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

GREAT WESTERN

FEMALE SALE
1 October at Great Western Hotel

Elders • Landmark

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

ROCKHAMPTON

BRAHMAN WEEK SALE
1-3 October at CQLX Gracemere

Elders • Landmark

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

GOLD CITY BRAHMAN SALE
11-12 October at Charters Towers

Elders • Landmark

AACO ................................................................ 25

Beef Australia 2012 ....................................29

Beef Breeding Services ...........................21

Brahman Commercial
Breeding Female Show & Sale ...........33

Brahman Compound Beef 2012 ......... 4

Champion Liquid Feeds ....................... 25

Commonwealth Bank .............................27

Elrose ................................................................ 23

Glengarry .......................................................... 9

Gympie Brahman Female Sale ..........39

Heliflite .............................................................21

Kenrol ...............................................................BC

Laguna..............................................................19

Lallemand Animal Nutrition
Australia ............................................................. 5

Lancefield ......................................................... 7

Landmark ........................................................35

Marlborough Feature Show ................41

Maru ...................................................................13

Mogul ..............................................................IBC

Panama World Congress .......................45

Pfizer ..................................................................43

Riverina Stockfeeds ...................................31

Rockhampton Junior
Beef Show ......................................................41

Rocky Repro ................................................ IFC

Rural Supplements ...................................37

Suncorp Bank Agribusiness .................31

Tropical Cattle ..............................................11

Virbac .....................................................15 & 17
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SERVICES & SUPPLIERS

EL Mariah 
Cherry Reds 

% Heavy Polled Bulls
El Arish, North Queensland

Terry Hampson
Mobile: 0419 187 952
After Hours: 07 4065 3382
Email: utcheecreek@bigpond.com

WESTWOOD
ROCKHAMPTON

INNISFAIL
NORTH QLD

ERIC & MARILYN FARMAN

huxham1@bigpond.com

p 4934 7551
m 0417 758 560

RED & GREY
POLL BREEDERS

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY
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Leichhardt Highway,  Wandoan / Taroom  Q
Ph  07 4627 4909    Mob  0427 054 150

Email: neslobrahmans@bigpond.com
www.neslo.com.au

ORIGINAL
AUSSIE GENETICS

REDS - GREYS

TENDER GENES

% POLLS - IMPORTS

BUNGARRIBEE
RED BRAHMANS
Jim & Bonnie Besley

‘Bungarribee’
Barmoya

1/2 HOUR DRIVE NORTH OF ROCKHAMPTON
P: 07 4934 2673 • M: 0419 660 848

E: besleyf1z@bigpond.com

tor   en u r e  we ome

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY
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R E D  B R A H M A N S

MARK & TARSH ALLEN
Thangool  Q  4715 • p 07 4995 1208

kariboevalley@activ8.net.au

R E D B R A H M A N S

www.kariboevalley.com.au

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY
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BREEDERS' DIRECTORY

www.boogalcattle.com.au

‘Recognise the Brand ...
Remember the Quality’

Boogal Cattle Co

b l lb l l

Phone 07 4167 5163
Email: boogalcattle@activ8.net.au

TEX & BRONWYN BURNHAM
“BOOGALGOPAL”
EIDSVOLD  4627

BOB HYDEN
Marengo, Bowen Qld  07 4785 3488

SHANE HYDEN
Old Victoria Downs, C’Towers 07 4787 6475

www.myrtledale.com.au

Myrtledale
Home of Beef Type Brahmans

Incorporating the best of
Australian & Imported 

Bloodlines
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Email: p.callaghan08@gmail.com

“Rosevale” 924 Hills Road,
Mt Maria via Rosedale Q 4674

M 0427 194 986

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY

TRTR

A B
B A S T U D N o 7

B R A H M A N S

Ian & Debbie Frampton     
Widgee Q  4570

m 0439 826 718
p 5484 0008

littlecreekbrahmans@spiderweb.com.au
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Email: yenda@burnett.net.au

RON & DAPHNE 
KIRK

Ph: 07 4161 6185

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY

Michael & Christine Walz
ormerly  Wal  ivision

p: 07 4943 1211 • m: 0428 602 603

Beef Type Grey Brahmans

christodas way bigpond.com

BeBeefef TTypee GGreey BBrahmanss

christodas way bigpond.com

FOR QUALITY & CONSISTENCY

John Kirk & Co
Gayndah Qld

John 07 4161 1661
Fax 07 4161 2433

Email carinya@burnett.net.au
Matt 07 4165 0812

EMAIL barbevh.batandra@bigpond.com
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Hazelton
Brett & Susan Kirk

Blackwood, Middlemount  Q  4746
p 07 4985 7010 • m 0427 128 174

brettkirk@bigpond.com
Ted & Grace Kirk

Hazelton, Gayndah  Q  4625
p 07 4161 1589 • m 0407 128 174

www.brahman.com.au/hazelton

Breeders of Red & Grey 
Brahmans, Charbrays

Bernie & Jodi-Lee Flanagan Schneider
Tuncurry, NSW

P : 02 6557 5565 
E : f-s@bigpond.com

Our Family brand
since 1888

Specialising in
Polled Red Brahmans

BREEDERS' DIRECTORY



> ELJA BUDWISER MANSO (P)  ELJ4640M

> YENDA V 64/8 (IVF) (P) VIC64/8M
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